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Directed by Janice Goldberg
Featuring Richard Hoehler

Thank You!

Passage Theatre would like to thank the following sponsors for their
generous contributions to this season’s programming:
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Thoughts from Passage
What has changed your life for the better? In this play, RJ feels free after he lets go
of what traditionally has made people feel successful and content, such as a job,
home, or family. What makes the staff of Passage Theatre feel alive and free?
Ryanne Domingues, Artistic Director
I feel the most alive after I take the time to remember that nothing is
permanent. Remembering this fact helps me to better enjoy and stay
present in the good times and to remain strong during the bad. I also try
to focus on the fact that everyone has his or her own unique path and
timeline in life. We all make strides toward our goals at different times
and with different strategies. The best we can do is take one step at a
time and cheer each other on!

Damion Parran, Managing Director
I feel most alive when I’m surrounded around family, friends, and
colleagues who are dear to me. Since the loss of my mother two years
ago, I realize that nothing is more important than living in the moment.
Nothing’s permanent, so we have to enjoy each and every second that is
given to us. Live, laugh and love.

Elizabeth Zuckerman, Producing Associate
I feel the most alive when I'm happy. Big milestone celebrations, sure,
but also little things: getting lost in a favorite hobby, sipping cocoa on a
snowy day, a raucous visit with close friends, or even a few quiet
moments just to think by myself. Finding joy in small everyday things
reminds me of all the goodness the world still holds.

Kara Jönsson, Artistic Intern
I feel the most alive when I get the opportunity to help people connect to
one another. Sometimes this is through a piece of art or over a cup of
coffee, but when I watch two people inspire one another I feel so alive.
Also, when I get to work with young people I feel incredibly energized.
Young people have such an expansive imagination and this gives me
hope for a better future.
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About the Play
Outside a city park, a homeless man muses about human
compassion in a stark and desolate world. Through an unlikely friendship,
he discovers that peace of mind is an inside job.
RJ Bartholomew is the Everyman with answers for those questioning Everything. After falling from grace with
an agnostic thud, Bartholomew delivers a powerful message, considering the current condition of the
world, with a genuine hope for the future, faith in the universe, and an undying love for mankind. I of the
Storm is the thrilling riches to rags success story revealing that what you seem to lose is always less
valuable than what is returned to you by letting go.

Writer…………………………………...RJ Bartholomew
Performer………………………….Richard Hoehler
Director............................................Janice L. Goldberg
Scenic Design...................................Mark Symczak
Additional Scenic Design...................Brian Dudkiewicz
Lighting Design.................................Michael Abrams
Costume Design...............................David Withrow
Sound Design...................................Craig Lenti
Production Stage Manager................Alexandra Kostis

Past Performances:
Gym at Judson - New York, NY
Cornelia Street Café - New York, NY
Delaware Valley Arts Alliance - Narrowsburg, NY
The Blue Dog Cafe - Snow Hill, MD
Philipstown Depot Theater - Garrison, NY
The Garage in Mystic - Mystic, CT
The Fortune Society - Long Island City, NY
Otisville Correctional Facility - Otisville, NY
Cape May Stage - Cape May, NJ
The Playroom - New York, NY
The Nantucket Project - Nantucket, Ma
Theatre Workshop of Nantucket - Nantucket, MA
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About the Playwright
RJ Bartholomew
(Richard Hoehler)
Richard Hoehler is a New York-city based actor and
playwright who has created four solo shows
including New Jersey/New York, Working Class, and
Human Resources. He received the Off-OffBroadway Review (OOBR) award for best solo
performance. In 2009 his two-man play, Fathers &
Sons, premiered on Theatre Row. Other stage work
include Rounding Third, K2, Kalighat, True West, Cries
for Peace, The Rubber Room, Inadmissible, Day of
the Dad (Best Actor in a Lead Role), Sex Today,
Love Tomorrow, and HAIR (55+). His television credits
include NYPD Blue, Law and Order, Criminal Intent,
Third Watch, The Black Box.

Richard is the founder of
Acting Out, an acting class
for new actors, at-risk youth
and the incarcerated.
Richard’s newest solo show,
I of the Storm, ran OffBroadway last Fall at the
Gym at Judson Memorial.
His newest work, E., will be
performed at the Delaware
Valley Arts Alliance in April.
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Q&A with RJ Bartholomew:
Interview by Jennifer Nelson
Nelson: This genuine play appears to be based on someone’s true story. Did you draw on your
experiences to write the play or someone else’s you know?
Hoehler: The play isn’t autobiographical—it’s not my life story. But there’s not a false note in it. The
characters are based on people I know. I’ve worked with people in prison who have done time
and homeless people. I’ve known the conditions in which they find themselves. I can’t help but
invoke those feelings in the play.
Nelson: Why did you decide to write a play about homelessness, prison, mental illness, and
ultimately finding an inner peace through being creative?
Hoehler: I’ve taught for years in a prison in Otisville, New York, and helped out at the Fortune
Society, a nonprofit organization in New York City dedicated to helping ex-offenders re-enter
society. Ex-convicts who are homeless can live in the Castle, a 62-bed residential housing facility
in Harlem. (It got its nickname because of its Gothic architecture). A lot of these men, whether
prisoners or homeless people, don’t consider themselves to be worthwhile. They’ve been to some
very dark places. They’d come to see the show, and feel a sense of belonging—their stories were
being told to others. When I was twelve or thirteen years old, I had an uncle in prison, and I visited
him. It was so clear how grateful he was for the visit every Friday. He’d shake my hand and we’d
talk. It’s one of the few times prisoners feel connected to the outside world.
Nelson: The play advocates a carpe diem philosophy. Can you elaborate on why you believe this
is important for people these days?
Hoehler: We’re living in some very difficult times. I’m very frustrated about what I can do to
re-humanize the society in which we now live. The answer lies with each of us going inside
ourselves. That’s the way change occurs. Politics is broken. Our society is very dysfunctional.
There’s a lot of anger and frustration. It’s dangerous, irresponsible, and corrosive. All we have is
today. Each of us should ask ourselves what can I do today? What can I do to not exacerbate
anger? Instead of snapping at my partner, can I be kind and understanding?
Nelson: A one-man show is challenging for playwrights given that there isn’t dialogue and one
actor must keep the audience engaged. For you, what are the advantages of a one-man show?
Hoehler: Your acting partner is the audience—one night they can be with you, laughing and
enjoying the show, while another night might be off. That is the hard thing. You have to get used
to that. You have to directly address the audience and connect with them. It becomes an
intense experience in which I try to engage with them at each performance.
Nelson: Your play brings up many issues in today’s society including consumerism, violence,
alcoholism, and corruption. Yet, it provides a message of hope: People should emphasize what
they have instead of what they don’t. Why is it important to remind people of serious issues facing
our world?
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Hoehler: We can’t go around saying everything is bad and there’s nothing we can do about it.
We then become victims of this malaise. We have to get our heads out of the sand. Plays aren’t
only about entertainment. In this play, issues are raised. I unearth stuff that affects me. It’s
important to acknowledge that not everything is right with our society today.
Nelson: The play has some touching moments in the relationship between Mars and RJ. These
scenes provided insight into the importance of companionship and friendship. Is Mars based
someone you knew?
Hoehler: Mars is based on three people. I cobbled together these people. I had a difficult
childhood—family issues, violence, not a great home life. My first friend was someone that I
wasn’t afraid to opening up myself to. Friendship is rarely seen in Hollywood, but it’s so important
to people. Friends are together because they want to be. I like you, you like me—what a healthy
basis for a relationship. It’s not like a romance in which you want to get something out of the
person, or family in which you’re born into.
Nelson: Why did you use a pen name for I of the Storm?
Hoehler: Bartholomew is actually my middle name, Richard my first name, and Hoehler my last
name. So, RJ Bartholomew isn’t a made up name.
Nelson: How did you set about writing the play?
Hoehler: Initially, I wrote a ten-minute short play. The first time I performed it, audience members
said they didn’t want it to end. So, I just filled it in, expanded it. I got very sick, dying sick and was
hospitalized. I really thought this could be it for me. I was scared. I contacted my partner to bring
my laptop, and starting writing the play. I really went for it. I stopped editing myself, I stopped
questioning myself, and just wrote.
Nelson: What writing projects do you have
for the future?
Hoehler: I’m working on a four-character
play. It has a mother, father, director and
her best friend. It’s a dark humor play about
a girl dying. She’s watching as people deal
with the fact she’s dying. She actually takes
over the play. It’s a breaking up of
convention. The character is based on a
dear friend of mine. It already has had two
private readings. I’m also working on a play
called Regular, No Sugar, which takes place
in a coffee shop in the Bronx. It’s in the style
of Frank Capra (director of the movie It’s a
Wonderful Life). It’s the story of the personal struggle of a guy who runs the coffee shop. It has ten
characters. I’ve lived my life in coffee shops and seen gentrifications of neighborhoods and its
impact on people. I feel loyalty towards neighborhoods as this happens.
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About the Director
Janice L. Goldberg

Janice L. Goldberg is a Kennedy Center Gold Medallion Award winner
for her work with new plays. She has directed over 75 new pieces,
uptown and down, across the country, from university to OffBroadway. At Passage, (and continually), she directed June
Ballinger’s Once In, Never Out! (Remembrance Day). I Of The
Storm was seen this past fall Off-Broadway at the Gym at Judson in New
York. Other work includes: Café Pen (1 play/ 25 performances / 25
casts) at Theatre 54 in NYC; The Last Frontier Theatre Conference in
Alaska; The Stop Gun Violence Now Theater Festival; Speedball at the
Kennedy Center; Flyovers by Jeffrey Sweet, working with Victory
Gardens and featuring Richard Kind and Tony Award Winner Michele
Pawk; After Anne Frank Off-Broadway at the Soho Playhouse; multiple
award winner That Dorothy Parker for The Algonquin Theatre; the
premiere of Carol Hall’s (Best Little Whorehouse…) The River Jordan
Lamp. Rose Colored Glass, which Janice directed and co-wrote with
Susan Bigelow, is published by Samuel French, Inc. and has had
productions Off-Broadway, regionally, and is running in the Czech
Republic. She has also been honored for her work at NYU and has been
a guest artist/director at universities across the country. She serves as
Producing Artistic Co-Director of AND Theatre Company in New York, is
on the faculty of the Dramatists Guild Institute, and is a member of SDC,
Dramatists Guild, New Circle Theatre Company. She leads her Nail-theJob workshops in Cold Readings and Auditions for students all over the
country. www.JaniceLGoldberg.com
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Q&A with Janice L. Goldberg
Interview by Jennifer Nelson
Nelson: What made you interested in directing this play?
Goldberg: Richard came to me and asked me if I’d be interested in directing his play—the ten- to
fifteen-minute version—at my little theatre company called AND (Artistic New Directions) in New
York City. I dived in. We had a good response, so six months later, we said we should do the
play-length version.
Nelson: Could you please comment on the challenges posed by one-man shows and the
importance of lighting and sound to the production?
\

Goldberg: I’ve worked with Richard before, so I know what he can do. He has the drive, energy,
and acting skills necessary for a one-man show. For him, I become a psychologist, cheerleader,
and dramaturge. I help him bring out his words in the most meaningful way. Your audience
becomes your playmate—they’re the ones you must make sure gets the message. It’s a lot of
work. Richard is in your face. Kids respond to the slam poetry. Kids from Washington Heights
thought it was great. They understood it most of it. You don’t need to get the whole thing. You just
have to get the heart and soul of it. Lighting and sound are integral parts of the show. Both can
be characters in and of themselves. They complete the show, and allow accessibility to the work
in different ways.
Nelson: Why is this an important play for people to see these days? What message do you want
the audience to leave with?
Goldberg: That there’s hope in the world. No matter what happens to you, you dig into yourself
and others, there’s hope. There’s a way out. It’s okay to ask for help, especially during these times.
We, as artists, want to respond to events going on in the world; this is our response.
Nelson: Is this the first one-man play you’ve directed? If so, what have you learned from the
process?
Goldberg: I’ve directed half a dozen solo shows, mostly new plays. In these shows, you’re
developing the artist—and everybody is different to work with. We need to ask ourselves how do
we bring this show to life. It involves acting, but also staging, blocking, sound and light. The
audience needs to know that we’re taking them on this journey and what the point of the play is.
For Richard, who’s very smart, it involved ways to make the poetry and rant work. That was a
thing in and of itself—to lift the words off the page. That’s very challenging.
Nelson: Where do you see this play going next? Would you direct it?
Goldberg: I’d like to see it at regional theaters, or at the Booth Theater in New York City where it
can reach a wider audience. We’ve filmed it. It could be a PBS type film. The goal is to keep
moving and doing it. I’d encourage people to come see it, support Passage Theatre, Richard,
and me. See the show—and come with an open heart and an open mind. Accept it and enjoy it.
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Pre-Show Discussion Topics
1) Anxiety.
What makes young people anxious today? How do you “calm
your mind and soothe your soul”? Do you sometimes fear losing
what you have or not getting what you want?
2) Identity.
From where do you get your sense of identity? Do you get it
from labels regarding your age, race, gender, occupation,
sexuality, nationality, or other demographics? How do you feel
a sense of belonging? Is it in your community, school, religious
organization, sports team, or other extracurricular activities such
as robotics, school plays, choir, or marching band? Do you find
identity through the ways in which you give and receive love?
3) The Me Generation.
“Many people in our current society are too focused on
themselves.” Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

Pre-Show Activity
Poetry and Prose.
What are the differences between poetry and prose? Why might telling a story as a poem
sometimes be more affective? What are some of the elements of poetry?
Using the following template, write an “I Am” poem.
I am ___________________________________________________________________.
I wonder _______________________________________________________________.
I hear __________________________________________________________________.
I want __________________________________________________________________.
I am ____________________________________________________________________.
I pretend _______________________________________________________________.
I feel ___________________________________________________________________.
I cry ____________________________________________________________________.
I am ____________________________________________________________________.
I know __________________________________________________________________.
I say ____________________________________________________________________.
I try _____________________________________________________________________.
I hope __________________________________________________________________.
I will forever be _________________________________________________________.
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Pre-show Reading: All About Solo Shows
By Jennifer Nelson
What are solo shows?
A one-person show involves a solo performance from a comedian or actor who stands on stage
and entertains an audience. These solo performers are storytellers; many solo shows have a plot.
Also, these shows often lack a fourth wall separating the performer from the audience. They
expect the active involvement of audience members, particularly shows who have performers
coming from stand-up comedy. Nevertheless, this is not a requirement. In fact, in some shows such
as Samuel Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape, the performer does not address the audience directly.
Who performs in solo shows?
Directors, writers, designers and composers can be the performer in a
solo show. The background of solo performers range from vaudeville,
stand-up comedy, poetry, music, visual arts, magic, cabaret, and
dance.
How did solo shows start and evolve?
For thousands of years, individuals have told stories in front of others. They
would talk about myths and legends, passing down an oral tradition for
generations. Some better-known examples of these theatrical people
are the French troubadours, Medieval English minstrels, and Greek
monologists.

The Belle of Amherst’s 1976
Opening Night Playbill

During the second half of the nineteenth century, one-person shows
came into vogue in America, and dramatic monologues became highly
developed as a poetic form. Discussions ensued about the distinction
between literary monologues and performance monologues. These talks
confirm an interchange between literature and performance, which
may appear competitive, but is actually productive.

By the 20th century, the number and variety of one-person shows grew in the United States. After
this boom, the presentational style of one-man shows seeped into popular theater productions
such as Amadeus, Equus, and Evita. In the 1960s, the term “performance art,” which involved a
variety of performance acts or happenings, became popular. Performers such as Laurie Anderson
used these techniques in their shows.
Who are some famous solo performers?
*The American writer Edgar Allan Poe lectured and recited poetry as a platform performer from
1843 to 1849. He’s best known for his poems “The Raven” and “Annabel Lee.”
*The British writer Charles Dickens conducted reading tours of his works in Britain and America from
1858 to 1870. They created a sensation. His 1867-1868 American tour was unrivaled until the arrival
of the Beatles in the early 1960s. Dickens wrote Great Expectations, A Christmas Carol, and Oliver
Twist.
*Many American comedians have come to prominence through this genre. They include Lilly
Tomlin, Whoopi Goldberg, Lenny Bruce, and Eric Bogosian.
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What different types of solo shows are there?
Some solo shows pay tribute to famous personalities. Hal Holbrook
performed as Mark Twain in his solo show Mark Twain Tonight; Julie
Harris as Emily Dickinson in The Belle of Amherst; and Tovah
Feldshuh as Golda Meir in Golda’s Balcony.
Another type of one-person show involves an actor playing all roles
of a play. Patrick Stewart played all forty-three roles in his version of
A Christmas Carol in New York and London. Jack Aranson starred
in a one-man, thirteen-character production of Moby Dick.
One-man shows can be personal, autobiographical creations.
Holly Hughes in World Without End tries to make sense of her
relationship with her mother who had died. Chazz Palminteri in A
Bronx Tale tells a semi-autobiographical story, while Spalding Gray
provides a confessional but comic work in his monologues.
They can also rally around a central theme, such as pop culture in
Pat Hazel’s The Wonderbread Years; and relationships in Robert
Dubac's The Male Intellect. Mike Daisey broaches the history of the
New York City transit system in Invincible Summer, and Patrick
Combs talks about fighting the system in Man 1, Bank 0.

Poster for the original
Broadway production of
Patrick Stewart’s A Christmas
Carol in 1991

Sometimes, solo shows are traditional plays written by playwrights for a cast of one.
Examples include Shirley Valentine by Willy Russell; I Am My Own Wife by Doug Wright; and
The Blonde, the Brunette and the Vengeful Redhead by Robert Hewett.
Other art forms can be included in one-man shows. Poetry pervades the work of Dael
Orlandersmith; magical and psychic performance skills are part of Neil Tobin’s Supernatural
Chicago; and sleight-of-hand mastery informs Ricky Jay’s work.
Where Are Solo Shows Performed?
North American fringe festivals have provided platforms for many solo artists, including T.J.
Dawe, Charles Ross, Amy Salloway and Susan Jeremy.
Annual shows at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe can involve telling stories of pathos and using
technological equipment such as projectors. Examples include Howard Read, who
performed with the animated character Little Howard, which was projected with the aid of
computers, and Dave Gorman, who has performed several shows described as
"documentary comedy."

Hal Holbrook in his solo show Mark Twain Tonight

Chazz Palminteri, star of the solo show A Bronx Tale
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Post-Show Discussion Topics
1) Carpe Diem. The phrase “carpe diem” is Latin for “seize the day.” This means to
live in the present, in instead of the past or future. Talk about how the character in
the play walks through the park and takes the time to see, hear, smell, and touch
things in it. He says to, “let go of your life situation and you just might find your life.”
He begins to eat a Mediterranean Panini and is grateful for that experience. What
do you think of this philosophy? What might happen if you let go of the past, bad
memories, your own inner monologue, or other peoples’ negative opinions?
2) Set and Sound. The set for the show consisted of only two milk crates. How did this
add or detract from the show? What sounds did you hear during the production?
How did the sounds of the noisy city, then nature sounds of birds chirping help you
feel you were part of RJ’s life? Other sounds included bells, beats, Salsa music,
Tibetan chimes, thunder, game show bells, audiences cheering, automatic
weapons firing, lottery theme music, Queen’s “We Will Rock You,” and rain. What
did you think those sounds added to the show?
3) Homelessness. How do our state and country deal with the issue of
homelessness? How do people become homeless? What resources are available to
help them? (See our list of recommended resources on page 22.)
4) Friendship. RJ describes Mars as, “a real friend: no obligations or complications or
manifestations of romantic relations. Just... I like you and you like me.” Why do you
think her friendship made such an important impact on RJ?
5) The Times We’re In. The play references many themes that come up in current
events, such as terrorism, war, violence, and lack of concern for the environment.
According to RJ, “Nobody’s talking to anybody, they’re talking about them.” What
do you think he means by this? How do you think this relates to our world today?
6) The Wider World. Why do you think words in different languages are used in this
play? What do these words mean? (See our glossary on pages 16-21.)
7) All in the Title. Why do you think the title of the play is, I of the Storm?
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Post-show Activity
In the script of I of the Storm, RJ Bartholomew includes the following
quote before the start of the play:
A man does not really begin to be alive
until he has lost himself, until he has
released the anxious grasp which he normally
holds upon his life, his property, his
reputation and position. It is the irreducible
truth in the monkish idea of “holy poverty,”
of the way of life to which there are no strings
attached, in which – because all is lost – there
is nothing to lose, in which there is the
exhilaration of a kind of freedom which is
poetically likened to the birds and the wind,
or to clouds drifting in the boundless sky.
-Alan Watts

Why do you think he included this quote? What does it mean to “be
alive” instead of just living? Using the internet, books, songs, and poems,
collect your favorite quotes about what makes you feel alive. Cut out
images from magazines that relate to the quotes you choose and paste
the pictures next to the quotes.
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Glossary
401k – An investment and savings plan Employers offer to their employees that allows them to
have a tax break on the money employees set aside for retirement.
Allah – The Arabic word for God.
Antioxidant – A substance that eliminates potentially harmful
oxidizing agents in a living organism.
Aral Sea – The Aral Sea was a lake between Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan. It means “Sea of Islands” and is now almost completely
dried up.
Banality – Something that lacks originality, the state of lacking
interesting qualities.
Bard – A poet-singer skilled in composing and reciting verses
about heroes and their actions.

A photo of the Aral Sea before and
after it dried up

Baruch atah Adonai elohaynu – The beginning of a Hebrew blessing,
meaning “Blessed are You, our God, King of the universe, Who brings forth bread from the earth.”
Befuddled – Utterly confused or puzzled.
Bespoke – A place/person that deals with or produces custom-made articles.
Biblicality – A biblical quality or something that embodies biblical quality.
“Bling” – Expensive obnoxious clothing or jewelry.
Bluff – A high cliff.
Bogus Alms – Food or money given to those less fortunate with superficial intentions.
BPS – Blood pressure.
Brahmaiva Tena Gantavya – A prayer in Hinduism used for mealtimes.
Buddha – It directly means “awakened one”; it refers to Siddhartha Gautama’s awakening from
ignorance and ability to see things as they really are. Buddha is the originator of Buddhism.
“Bushed” – Tired out.
Carnage – The killing of a large number of people.
Cartels – Referencing a drug cartel; a criminal organization which supplies drug trafficking
operations
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Cc;bc;dc;pc – A series of abbreviations: carbon copy, Before Christ, Washington DC, politically
correct.
Chernobyl Foul – Nuclear accident in 1986 in Northern Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Chutzpah – Shameless audacity.
Corporate Sleaze – Business man with corrupt practices socially or in business itself.
Culpable – Deserving blame.
Creed – A system of Christian or other religious belief; a faith.
Deigned – Do something that one considers to be beneath one’s dignity.
Degradation – The process of being degraded, of being demoralized.
Despotic – Using power over others in an unfair way.
Dharma – The teachings of Buddha.
Dictums – Short statement that pronounces general truth or principle.
‘Droids – A robot or an Android phone.
Druthers – A person’s preference in a matter.
Ebullience – The quality of being cheerful and full of energy.
Electrolyte – Produces an electrically conducting solution when dissolved into polar solvent;
considered to be healthy.
Eloge – What someone says at a funeral about the deceased.
Eminent – Distinguished, important
rank; protruding or prominent.
Entebbe Raid – The successful hostage
rescue carried out by Israeli defense
forces in Uganda.
Episodics – Temporary; occurring,
appearing, or changing at usually
irregular intervals.
En masse – In a group, all together.
Erudite – Having or showing great
knowledge.

The Entebbe Raid: A crowd lifts the squadron leader of the rescue planes on
their return to Israel. Photograph: David Rubinger/Corbis via Getty Images
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Fad – A short lived, widely shared intense enthusiasm for something.
Felony Conviction – When someone is formally declared guilty of a criminal offense by a jury or
judge in a court of law.
FEMA – “Federal Emergency Management Agency”, a department of Homeland Security;
responsible for coordinating government’s response to natural and manmade disasters.
French Revolution – From 1789-1799, the French Revolution overthrew the monarchy, established
a republic, experienced a great deal of political turmoil, and ultimately gave way to Napoleon’s
empire.
Government Cheese – Processed cheese provided to welfare beneficiaries.
Gruyere – A type of hard yellow cheese from Switzerland.
Guile – Sly or cunning intelligence.
Hiroshima – During World War Two,
Hiroshima was a city in Japan that the
US destroyed with a nuclear bomb.
Homicidium in Absentia – Killed while
not being present; a person whose
position, power, money, etc. is taken
and not at their hands.
Homogenizing – To make uniform or
similar.
Immersion – When someone is
constantly surrounded by a culture, a
language, etc. and begins to absorb it.
The Atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

Implacable – Relentless; unstoppable.
Incarceration – Imprisonment.
Inconsolable – Unable to be comforted.
Incredulous – Unwilling to believe something.
Inculcate – To instill (an attitude, idea, or habit) by persistent instruction.
Iraq blockade– The trade and finance embargo against Iraq, imposed by the United Nations in
1990 to force Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait. Some of these sanctions persist today, although others
were withdrawn in 2003.
Jekyll and Hyde – A fictional story about a man and his evil alter ego.
Jesus – A prophet, in Christianity regarded as the son of God.
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Jonathan Livingston Seagull – A fable in novella form about
a seagull who is trying to learn about life and flight, and
a homily about self-perfection. Written by Richard Bach, and
illustrated by Russell Munson.
Ka-ching – Represents sound of a cash register, used when
someone has or will have a sizeable amount of money.
Karma – The idea that what goes around comes around, the
energy and actions that one puts out into the world will in
another form come back to them.
Kicked to the Curb – To be fired from one’s job in a demeaning
manner.
KKK – Stands for the Ku Klux Klan. They are a fundamentalist
organization that believes that Caucasians are superior to other
races.

The cover for the novella
Jonathan Livingston Seagull

Krishna – The eighth incarnation of the Hindu God Vishnu.
Kristallnacht – “Crystal Night:” a raid on Jewish businesses, homes, and synagogues in Nazi
Germany.
Lacquered – A protective coating or a volatile solvent that produces euphoria when inhaled.
LDL – Bad cholesterol, increases risk of heart disease.
Love Canal – A neighborhood in Niagara Falls, New York. Served as epicenter to a massive
environmental pollution disaster that affected health of hundreds of people.
Lucrative – Producing a great deal of profit.
Luddite – A member of a band of workers who destroyed machinery that they thought was
threatening their jobs; a person opposed to industrialization and new technology.
Madison Avenue – Avenue in Manhattan, expensive to live on, implying that narrator used to
have money.
Manifestations – An event action or object that clearly shows or embodies something, especially
a theory or abstract idea.
Meek – Quiet, gentle, and easily imposed on; submissive.
Mettle – Person’s ability to cope well with difficulties or to face a demanding situation in a resilient
way.
Mohammed – Prophet in Islam, Muslims consider him to be the messenger of God.
Money Crimes – Financial crimes, such as money laundering, theft, insider trading, and tax
evasion.
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Niet, Non, Nie. Khong. – “None” or “Not a thing,” emphasized by the use of different languages.
Objet de Vivre – A cheerful enjoyment of life, literally an object/piece of life.
Pagan – A person holding religious beliefs other of the main religions.
Panacea – A solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases.
Percipient – Having a good understanding of things; perceptive.
Perennial – Lasting or existing for a long or apparently infinite time; enduring or continually
recurring.
Perps – A person who carries out a harmful, illegal, or immoral act.
Perspicuous – An account that is clearly expressed and easily understood.
Pesto – A green sauce typically served with pasta.
Problema du jour – Problem of the day.
Propensity – An inclination or natural tendency to behave in a particular way.
Promised Land – A place or situation in which someone expects to find great happiness.
Quantum leap – A huge, often sudden, increase or change in something.
Quipped – To have made a witty remark.
Rank and file – ordinary members of an organization.
Re’biliate – Rehabilitate.
Regaling – To entertain
lavishly or agreeably.
Renders – To provide or give;
to cause to be.
Rife – Of common
occurrence; widespread.
‘Roids – Informal term for
steroids.
Sammich – Colloquial term
for sandwich.
A hotel room in a St. Regis

Sayonara – Japanese for
goodbye.
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Schlemiel – A stupid, awkward, or unlucky
person.
Siya Nawa – “May it be so.”
Skinheads – A young man of a subculture
characterized by cropped hair and heavy
boots; perceived as aggressive.
Sod – The surface of the ground with grass
growing on it.

“The Trail of Tears,” historical oil painting by Max D. Standley

Sommelier – A wine steward.
Spurn – To reject with disdain or contempt.
St. Agnes – A saint in the Roman Catholic Church.
St. Regis – An expensive hotel chain.
Tauter – Emotionally or mentally strained.
Teeming – Be full or swarming with.
Teetotaling – Abstinence from alcohol.
Throngs – A large, densely packed crowd of animals or
people.
The Píece de Resistance; El Plato Principal; De mad
trufe – The main meal.
Trail of Tears – A series of forced relocations of Native
Americans. Many Native people passed away during
the arduous trip.
UAV drones – An unmanned aerial vehicle; an aircraft
that can travel without a driver.
Un. Uno. Ein. Moja. – “One,” emphasized by multiple
languages.

Saint Agnes of Rome, the patron saint of young girls,
chastity, and engaged couples

Valdez – The name of an Exxon tanker that spilled hundreds of thousands of barrels of crude oil in
Alaska.
Wallow – To indulge in an unrestrained way; to roll oneself about in a lazy relaxed manner.
Whence – From what place or source; from which; from where.
Xanax – A prescription medication used to treat anxiety. Many people are addicted to it.
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Recommended Resources
Mental Health Resources:
Phoenix Behavioral Health: (609)-771-3777
1014 Whitehead Rd. Extension Ewing, NJ
Millhill Child & Family Development: (609)-989-7333
101 Oakland Street Trenton, NJ
New Horizon Treatment Services: (609)-394-8988
132/144 Perry Street Trenton, NJ
DBT Center of New Jersey: (609)-538-9300
134 Franklin Corner Rd Lawrenceville, NJ
Family Guidance Center: (609)--586-0668
1931 Nottingham Way, Trenton, NJ
High Focus Centers: (609)--349-7626
15 Princess Rd, Lawrence Township, NJ
NJ Association of Mental Health & Addiction Agencies: : (609)-838-5488
3635 Quakerbridge R. Suite 35 Trenton, NJ

Homeless Shelters & Services:
HomeFront: (609)- 989-9423
1880 Princeton Ave. Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
Rescue Mission of Trenton: (609)-695-1436
98 Carroll Street Trenton, NJ
Anchor House: (609)-396-8329
482 Centre Street Trenton, NJ
Better Community Housing of Trenton Inc: (609)-989-0271
802 East State Street, PO Box 298 Trenton, NJ
Trenton Area Soup Kitchen: (609)- 695-5456
For locations and services visit trentonsoupkitchen.org
Arm In Arm: (609)-396-9355
For programming dates/times visit info@arminarm.org
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